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This theme the author will discuss the various explanations that was used or not to implement this kind of rules in Europe and in many countries nowadays. 
Purpose; to demonstrate that using only this type of measures to control the spread of the virus will not be reducinf the incidence of he infecton because the author 
is demonstrating that the type of population that we have nowadays are not immune competent but immune deficient in energy , that will compromise the formation 
of antibodies for SARS-CoV-2 after receiving the vaccines and also, there are other variants and strains that only one vaccine cannot prevent all forms of SARS-
CoV-2.
Conclusion: the conclusion of this study is that the implementation of universe vaccination is not based on studies very well done and are basedcon studies that 
have no conclusion yet. According to the author, the vaccination will not control the widespread of the SARS-CoV-2 infection due to the immune supression satus 
of our population nowadays, induced by the chronic exposition to electrtomanectic waves and affecting our energy and immune system, leading to less respónse to 
vaccines nowadays. The use of other forms of measurements to increase the immune system of the entire population nowadays, such as the use of highly dilluted 
medications such as homeopathies, increasing the viotal energy of the population , that is very low noadays,  is the major importance, to treat the cause of the 
problem and not just treating the symptoms, that is the SARS-CoV-2 infection.
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